The entry on ‘Reting Rinpoche’ in the Book of Reincarnation

Lines of Lamas and Tulkus in Tibet, Kham and China
The first in the line of reincarnations of the Reting Rinpoches, the
first in the stages of succession in the line of abbots, was Trichen
Ngawang Chokden (khri-chen ngag-dbang mchog-ldan), born in
the Kham region of Eastern Tibet (mdo-smad) in the area around
Jakhyung (bya-khyung) Monastery in Amdo, in the white branch of
the Tsendza (btsan-rdza) valley. He was the main lama of the
previous Dalai Lama, the all-knowing Gyalwang Kalsang Gyatso
(rgyal-dbang bskal-bzang rgya-mtsho). Manjugosha, the eminent
great ruler Yungching Shichong Shenhren (gyung-cing shi-cong
shan-hran) [i.e. the Emperor of China], bestowed upon him in an
official Imperial Letter the 'Cholo' (cho-lo) rank and the seal of an
Achithu Nominhan (a-chi-thu no-min-han), clarifier of the
teachings of the Yellow Hats. He passed away in his 75th year.
His reincarnation, Yeshe Tenpa Rabgye, was born in Lithang.
Similar to the time of the previous one, the eminent great Chenlung
Kaochong Shunhren (chan-lung ka’o-cong zhun-hran) [ i.e. the
Chinese Emperor] bestowed upon him like before in an official
Imperical Decree of Praise the 'Cholo' rank and seal of an Achithu
Nominhan, clarifier of the teachings of the Yellow Hats. He has
now [i.e. 1819] reached his 58th year.
The great eminent one sent a clear and detailled 'Wangshu' (wangzhu) report [i.e. a report from the Tibetan government to the
Amban], saying that it would not suffice if the Dalai Lama as the
steward of the Reting treasury held on to the silver seal that had
been bestowed upon the former and later reincarnations.
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